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QUESTION 1

Which of the following statements is true? Select the correct answer. 

A. WSDL definitions can use XML schemas to define the types used by WSDL input and output messages. 

B. WSDL definitions can use XML schemas to define the types used by WSDL input and output operations. 

C. WSDL definitions can use XML schemas to define the types used to establish the location used by service
consumers to access the WSDL definitions. 

D. WSDL definitions cannot be used in conjunction with XML schemas. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

Most industry-standard WS-* features are designed to be implemented as: Select the correct answer. 

A. WSDL operations 

B. WS-BPEL definitions 

C. SOAP headers 

D. HTTP headers 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

The amount of services participating in a service activity, the duration of the service activity, the amount of service
activity instances that concurrently exist, and rules associated with the service activity are all examples of: Select the
correct answer. 

A. design-time data that is defined via the WSDL data definition language 

B. runtime data that is expressed as part of a WSDL service operation definition 

C. state or context data that can be managed using WS-Coordination 

D. repository resource data that can be managed using WS-Policy via persistence in a database for longterm storage 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 4

Which of the following statements is true? Select the correct answer. 
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A. An initial sender is at the beginning of the message path, whereas the service consumer is at the end of the message
path. 

B. An intermediary service transitions through the initial sender role when it invokes another service provider. 

C. An initial sender is the service consumer at the beginning of the message path, whereas the ultimate receiver is the
service provider at the end of the message path. 

D. An initial sender is not related to the message path but is instead a part of hybrid service component composition
sequences. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

An XML schema can be used to define XML documents that can be shared by components, SOAP- based Web
services, and REST services. Select the correct answer. 

A. True 

B. False 

Correct Answer: A 
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